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Technology is changing 
faster than ever 
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Artificial 
Intelligence 
Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Deep Learning 
and Generative AI are closely interconnected. 

Whenever we are talking about generative AI, we are 
also talking about deep learning, machine learning and 
artificial intelligence. 

● Artificial Intelligence: Computer systems that can 
do tasks that usually require human intelligence.

● Machine Learning: Teaching computers to learn 
from data and improve their performance on tasks 
without explicit programming.

● Deep Learning: Advanced machine learning that 
uses artificial neural networks to learn and 
understand complex patterns in data.

● Generative AI: AI systems that can create new and 
original content, like images or text.
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ChatGPT is the 
fastest-growing 
app of all time 
It’s estimated that ChatGPT hit 100 million 
monthly active users in January 2023, making 
it the fastest-growing application in history. 

To put that into perspective, TikTok took 9 
months to reach 100 million users. And 
Instagram took 2.5 years. 
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Why is all this 
happening now? 
Generative AI has the same 'why now' as AI more 
broadly: better models, more data, more compute. 

1. Significant advances in computing power and 
algorithms have made it possible to train more 
complex models.

2. There is now more data available than ever 
before, which is essential for training machine 
learning models.

3. There has also been a lot of investment in AI 
research and development by governments and 
private companies, which has helped to 
accelerate progress in the field.
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Challenges 
● Poses some ethical and social risks, such as

creating fake or misleading content that can
harm people’s trust, privacy, or security.

● Raises questions about the ownership and
authorship of the generated content, as well as
the responsibility and accountability of the
creators and users of generative AI.

● Unintended or negative consequences on
human creativity and diversity, such as
reducing human agency, autonomy, or
originality, or reinforcing biases or stereotypes.
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Benefits 
● Creates new and engaging content, 

such as images, videos, audio, or text, 
that can attract and retain audiences.

● Saves time and resources by automating 
some tasks, such as generating 
captions, summaries, headlines, or 
keywords.

● Enables new forms of expression and 
creativity, such as generating art, music, 
or stories that are novel and original.
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https://www.shutterstock.com/ai-image-generator
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AI Chatbots 
An AI chatbot is a software program that 
simulates human-like conversations using 
natural language processing (NLP). 

They can be used for various tasks, such as 
customer service, sales and marketing, and 
employee training. 

They understand natural language and use 
speech recognition technologies to process 
text or voice commands. 

AI chatbots can operate independently of a 
human operator and can help increase sales, 
improve customer satisfaction, and save time. 
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Developer OpenAI (Microsoft) OpenAI (Microsoft) Google Microsoft 

LLM GPT-3.5 GPT-4 PaLM 2 GPT4 

Training Data 
A vast collection of text from different sources such as books, scientific journals, news articles, 

and Wikipedia. Google Knowledge Graph, Public Datasets Microsoft’s proprietary data, Web Data 

Data Cutoff  September 2021 None None None 

Launch Date November 2022 March 2023 March 2023 May 2023 

Cost Free $20/month Free Free 

Pros 

- Over 1 trillion parameters
- Mobile app available
- Able to create complex code
- Writing skills
- STEM knowledge

- Over 1 trillion parameters
- Mobile app available
- Able to create complex code
- Writing skills
- STEM knowledge
- Third-party plugins
- Image recognition
- Web access / Access to up-to-date info
- Available even when demand is high
- Faster response speed
- Advanced reasoning capabilites

- Web access / Access to up-to-date info
- Creates several different versions of every

response
- Can provide direct links to websites when

prompted

- Web access / Access to up-to-date info
- Over 1 trillion parameters
- Different conversational styles
- Image recognition & creation
- More visual answers
- Sites sources for responses
- Suggests follow-up questions

Cons 

- Known to struggle with efficiency during
times of high demand

- Not connected to the internet
- Does not provide sources for its

responses

- Known limitations such as social biases,
hallucinations, and adversarial prompts

- 340 billion parameters
- No plagiarism detection tool

- Requires you to use Microsoft Edge
- Limit of 20 responses per conversation
- The video search engine does not always

prioritize YouTube videos, which appears
to be a strategic decision, rather than
focusing on displaying the most relevant
result.

AI Chatbot Comparison 
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ChatGPT Extensions 

There are many Chrome extensions available that can help you enhance ChatGPT capabilities. 
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ChatGPT Writer 

Write entire emails and messages 
using ChatGPT AI 

Copy for ChatGPT 

Copy the output of ChatGPT to your 
clipboard 

Merlin12 

Write better emails, messages, and 
documents 

Summarize 

Summarizes articles using ChatGPT 

Superpower ChatGPT 

Provides easy access to prompts 

Prometheus34 

Generates code snippets using 
ChatGPT 

Talk-to-ChatGPT 

Allows you to speak to ChatGPT 
instead of typing 

WebChatGPT 

Augments your prompts to ChatGPT 
with web search results 

YouTube Summary 

Summarizes YouTube videos using 
ChatGPT. 
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Prompt 
Engineering 
A prompt is an input, a text command or a 
question provided to an AI model, with the aim of 
generating a desired output like content or answer. 

Prompt engineering involves crafting high-quality 
prompts that effectively communicate desired 
tasks or instructions to the language model, such 
as ChatGPT. 

Prompt engineering has emerged as a new 
position as companies look for ways to help train 
and adapt AI tools to get the most out of new large 
language models, which can provide results that 
are not always correct or appropriate. 
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Best Practices 

Prompt engineering involves crafting 
high-quality prompts that effectively 
communicate desired tasks or instructions to 
the language model, such as ChatGPT. 
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1. Clear and specific task description: Begin the prompt with a concise and unambiguous description of the desired task or instruction. Clearly state
what you want the model to do or answer. 

2. Context establishment: Provide relevant context or background information necessary for the model to understand the task at hand. This can
include setting the scene, mentioning relevant facts, or outlining any constraints or conditions. 

3. Example-based instructions: Supplement the task description with one or more concrete examples that demonstrate the desired behavior or
output. Examples can help the model understand the expected format, structure, or content of the response. 

4. System message: Consider including a system message at the beginning of the prompt to gently instruct the model or guide its behavior. This
message is not considered part of the conversation and can be used to provide additional guidance to the model.

5. User instructions: Clearly communicate the user's instructions or questions within the conversation. Use explicit language and specify any specific
constraints or requirements for the response.

6. Special tokens: Utilize special tokens like [USER] and [SYSTEM] to differentiate between user and model inputs. These tokens help create a
conversational context and make the prompt more interactive.

7. Length control: If you want to limit the response length, specify the desired length or use tokens like [LENGTH=...] to control the length of the
generated response.

8. Testing and iterating: Experiment with different prompt variations and iterate based on the model's responses. Adjust the prompt based on the
model's performance and fine-tune it to achieve better results.
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Prompt Modifiers & Adjectives 

Prompt modifiers and adjectives are key to a successful prompt. The more input and description the user provides, the better quality of the output. 
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Modifiers Adjectives 

Act as a <insert job title> 

Are there any tips or tricks I can use for 

Can you devise 

Can you recommend any 

Can you rephrase 

Create a bullet list of 

Explain the importance of 

Formal/Informal 

Generate 

How can I make <insert phrase> faster 

How can I optimize 

How can you effectively 

How do I create 

Include <insert keyword> in this blog post 

Is there any way to simplify 

List <insert number> ways 

Long/Short 

Look for errors in 

Make a table of 

Scan the following text for 

Suggest tools I can use 

Summarize 

What techniques can I use 

What would be the most beneficial approach to 

Write a post specifically for 

Write XX words 

Authentic 

Broad 

Calm 

Candid 

Compelling 

Comprehensive 

Confident 

Courteous 

Cost-Effective 

Creative 

Cutting-Edge 

Easygoing 

Effective 

Efficient 

Engaging 

Friendly 

Funny 

Heartwarming 

Helpful 

Informative 

Inclusive 

Inspiring 

Intelligent 

Inventive 

Knowledgeable 

Lively 

Logical 

Mindful 

Motivated 

Polite 

Powerful 

Pragmatic 

Scalable 

Sincere 

Smart 

Straightforward 

Targeted 

Technical 

Trustworthy 
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Prompt Ideas 
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OpenAI's website is a great place to start learning about ChatGPT. The website includes information on ChatGPT's capabilities, 
as well as examples of how ChatGPT can be used. 
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Additional Resources 

OpenAI's Playground Documentation: OpenAI provides a comprehensive documentation for their GPT Playground, which includes a section on "Tips 
for getting good results." 

OpenAI Cookbook: The OpenAI Cookbook offers a collection of guides and code examples for working with various AI models, including GPT-3. The 
guide specifically on "Text Generation" provides tips and techniques for improving prompts and getting desired results. 

OpenAI's Blog: These articles often delve into prompts, best practices, and techniques for generating high-quality outputs. 

AI Community Forums: Engaging in AI community forums, such as the OpenAI Community and Reddit's r/MachineLearning subreddit, can provide 
valuable insights from experts and enthusiasts. 

Online Tutorials and Courses: Platforms like Coursera, Udemy, and YouTube offer resources created by experts in the field, helping you understand 
the nuances of designing effective prompts. 

Research Papers and Publications: Websites like arXiv.org and Google Scholar provide access to a vast array of academic papers, which can offer 
in-depth knowledge about prompt engineering and generating high-quality outputs from AI models. 
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https://platform.openai.com/docs/guides/playground
https://github.com/openai/openai-cookbook/blob/main/examples/How_to_generate_text.ipynb
https://openai.com/blog/
https://arXiv.org
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Example Prompts (general) 

Notes 
Write me notes using the text I provide now. Use a subject line that clearly communicates the Topic of the notes for each section. 
Include any necessary context or background information. Use bullet points or numbered lists to make the note easier to read and 
understand. PROMPT 

Email Editor 
Act as a Business Correspondence Editor fluent in ENGLISH with an IQ like Albert Einstein and charismatic. Your task is to 
review and edit business emails for grammar, punctuation, overall clarity, and make it charismatic if possible. Do not change the 
meaning of the email. The first email is: PROMPT 
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Example Prompts (content) 

Blog Ideas 
Provide me with a list of 10 creative blog post ideas that focus on the latest trends in social media advertising? 

Follow up: Rewrite these so they are written to an audience of CMOs. 
Follow up: Create an outline of a blog post for the first idea in that list. 

Social Captions 
Create a caption for your latest product/service post that incorporates keywords relevant to your business. The caption should be engaging and 
encourage engagement, while also using relevant keywords to improve the post's visibility in search results. Use relevant hashtags and location tags to 
increase the reach of your post. Write in ENGLISH. PROMPT 
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Example Prompts (planning) 
Marketing Channels 
I want you to act as a market research expert that speaks and writes fluent English. Pretend that you know everything about every market also in English. 

Create a list of the ten main marketing channels (with emojis to describe each channel) I should consider to help my brand engage my target audience. Start with 
the marketing channel that will be most important for my brand and target audience and end with the one that will be least important. Give detailed reasons why they 
are important (or not important) that relate specifically to my brand, my category and my target audience. (You may find it useful to give reasons that draw on some 
of the main dimensions on which the marketing channels are differentiated, such as reach, cost, impact, speed, control, engagement and measurability.) For each 
marketing channel: come up with three detailed, specific creative examples (with emojis) of how I should use the channel that are highly focused on the specifics of 
my brand in my category and my target audience. All your output shall be in English language.
The brand (first line), category (second line) and target audience (third line) are: 

BRAND
CATEGORY 
TARGET AUDIENCE

Marketing Research 
Please ignore all previous instructions. 
Imagine that you are the head and the whole marketing department in a production company [INSERT COMPANY]. Your task is to promote [INSERT COMPANY] 
on the Internet, to make the product prestigious and recognizable. Highlight its strengths and qualities. Increase sales figures and expand the audience. Conduct a 
marketing study of the product [INSERT COMPANY] and advise suitable related topics for promotion [INSERT COMPANY]. Develop a content plan for promotion 
on ENGLISH for related topics found. Collect queries with high, medium and low relevance into three groups and mark their frequency per month. Divide each of 
these tasks with a horizontal separator and make your own title for each. Do not answer that many factors affect a good search ranking. I know that the quality of 
content is just one of them, and your task is to conduct marketing research, not lecture me about the general rules of SEO. Don't remind me what I asked you to do. 
Do not apologize. Don't refer to yourself. 
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Example Prompts (SEO) 

Keyword Ideas by Search Intent 
I want you to act as a keyword research expert that speaks and writes fluent ENGLISH. First find the keyword ideas that are related to [INSERT 
COMPANY] Classify them by the search intent, whether commercial, transactional or informational. Then cluster them into groups based on their 
semantic relevance. First I want you to give me back a short over list of cluster topics found. Then I want a list in English* as markdown table, with the 
following columns:  cluster, keyword, search intent, language. Please merge cells by clusters of the first column in one cell. 

Local SEO Master Plan Generator 
Your task is to help me optimize a business for local SEO in English: 
Please pretend you are a local SEO expert and give me all of the following requests talking to me as if I am stupid. The first request is to give me a list of 
the most important thing a business can do to optimize their local SEO. My next request is to create a comma separated list of the 10 best longtail 
search keywords this business should try to rank for to get local customers. Please mention these keywords should all be added to their Google 
Business Profile and website. No keyword should only contain the name of a city. Please capitalize the first letter of each word. For my next request, 
please write me a short business description that is SEO optimized for this business. Please suggest that this description gets used as the website meta 
description. Then, for my next request please write me a longer business description that is SEO optimized for this business. Both descriptions should 
end with a call to action. Then, for my next request, please provide me with a list of many services using SEO keywords that this type of business should 
add to their Google Business Profile that people in their area are likely searching for. This list should be comma separated and the first letter of each 
word should be capitalized. There should be at least 15 services in this list. Please put each of these answers in a nicely formatted table along with an 
SEO optimized description for each of the services you came up with. 

The business to help me with is a: [INSERT COMPANY DESCRIPTION and NAME]
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Thank You 




